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March 28, 2003

Mr. Eric Jameson
Georgia Department of Natural Resources
Radioactive Materials Program
4244 International Parkway
Suite 114
Atlanta, GA 30354

RE: SS&D Application - PaperLab Filler Module

Dear Mr. Jameson:

I have attached a document containing answers to your questions concerning our SS&D application for the
PaperLab Filler Module. If there are any remaining questions, please let me know.

Sincerely,

RdJack Ramsey, PE
Radiation Safety Officer

Metso Automation USA Inc., 3100 Medlock Bridge Road, Suite 250, Norcross, Georgia 30071
Tel. (770) 446-7818, Fax (770) 446-8794, www.metso.com
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Questions Regarding the PaperLab Filler Module
March 3, 2003

J 1. Regarding the manufacturer's address: Is Kajaani in Finland?
a. Yes

2. Has there been a SS&D evaluation performed on the 20 mCi Fe-55 source, model Xfe5.321,
manufactured by Khlopin Radium Institute? What is the loading tolerance on the activity of the
source (i.e., ± 10%, etc.)?

a. There is not an SS&D evaluation on this source. t'y,-, .' (

b. The loading tolerance is ± 5% of target output

3. To help in determining a general use of the device, what would be an expected average number of
cycles per year the device would be operated? What is the anticipated service life of the device, in
both years, and/or total cycles?

a. The theoretical maximum is 1 million measurements/year (continuous use)

b. Basically, the device will last forever providing that it is maintained and serviced. The
common period of usage for these kinds of devices is about 15 years.

4. What purpose does the lower module serve? Does the PaperLab Filler Module operate as a
backscatter device? No mention was made of it in the application.

a. All PaperLab modules include both upper and lower modules. In the case of the Filler
module, the lower module is just a standard aluminum "blank" module that operates as a
mechanical backing for the paper sample.

b. Yes, the module operates based on the principle of a backscatter device.

5. What action by the device operator causes the shutter to open (i.e., pushing a button, inserting the
paper sample, electronic interface on a touch-screen, etc.)? What action(s) will cause the shutter
to close? Please include a description of the interlocks mentioned in section 6.1 of the application.

a. The Shutter opens automatically, but only when the module rack is closed and the
measurement is started from the control computer.

b. The Shutter closes automatically when the measurement is stopped.

c. The Shutter closes if the module rack is opened, regardless of the current operational mode.

d. The shutter closes when the main power is turned off.

e. You can also disable the module (take module out of operation) according to the instructions
in PaperLab user manual W4850050 V2.1 EN, page 43, which is attached.

f. The top cover is there just to reduce dust and noise, and to improve the machine's appearance.
The top cover can be open or closed during the measurement. The interlock is in the module
frame. When you turn the frame handle (see figure), the paper transport will stop. When you
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open the frame top, the upper and lower modules are separated and the Filler Module shutter
automatically closes.

g. The interlock mentioned in Section 6.1 is a mechanical micro switch located inside the frame
top. When the frame top is opened, the micro switch is released and the shutter closes (see
figure).

6. The brochure information indicates that the test duration is 10-30 seconds. Is this the length of
time the shutter is open each time it is cycled?

a. Yes, and typically one Cross Directional paper sample is tested at 10-15 positions for profile.

7. What is the maximum size of the opening leading from the exterior of the unit to the shutter (i.e.,
paper gap)?

a. When the Filler measurement is on, the bottom plate (dwg. 04851511) is pressed against the
measured paper. Therefore, as the sheet runs along the paper path, there is practically no free
measuring gap between the measured paper and module surface.

b. The distance between the upper and lower module heads is 10 mm when the measuring head
is in up position (not measuring). I Cn ) < /[? "

8. Please provide a copy of the Operator's Manual that Metso will provide to its customers.
Additionally, because of a revision to the Georgia Rules and Regulations for Radioactive
Materials, Chapter 391-3-17, effective April 18, 2002, some of the items listed in section 5.3 of
your application are no longer correct. Please commit to providing the information identified in
Rule .02(11)(d)4.(i) to each generally licensed recipient.

a. A copy of the Operator's Manual and the Service Manual is included.

b. Documentation Accompanying the Device

Each PaperLab Filler Module that is distributed will be accompanied by a Generally
Licensed Device User's Manual. This manual contains:

1. A general discussion of owner responsibilities

2. A copy of the Georgia Rules & Regulations Chapter 391-3-17 governing
Generally Licensed Devices
a. Rule .01(4) through (10)
b. Rule .02(13), (18), & (19)
c. Rule .03(15)(a) & (b)
d. Rule .06

3. Contacts for all Agreement States

4. Copy of the NRC Regulations governing Generally Licensed Devices
a. I0CFR31.5
b. IOCFR30.51
c. 10CFR20.2201
d. 1OCFR20.2202
e. NRC Regional Office Contacts
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9. The application describes the shutter position indicator for the upper module. Describe the shutter
position indicators located on the exterior of the entire unit. These could include indications on a
user interface touch screen.

a. The PaperLab has external shutter indicator lights located on the PaperLab hood as shown in
the User Manual W4850050 V2.1 EN, pages 7 & 32. The lower left LED indicates shutter
position: Red means open, green means closed. The corresponding text by the LED reads
"Shutter Open/Closed". Because the PaperLab can be sold with different module
configurations, there is no Shutter Indicator LED unless the Filler Module is included.

I

Location of Shutter Indicator LED
and "Shutter Open/Closed".

!
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PaperLab Users' Manual for SW version 8.50 1. Introduction

PaperLab is an automatic paper testing laboratory for testing physical and optical
properties of paper samples (e.g. tensile and tear strength, gloss, basis weight, etc.).

After finishing the measurement, PaperLab will report the measuring results to a laser
printer. The reports can also be viewed on the PC display during the measuring function.
The equipment may additionally include a reporting station (PaperMap XD), which can be
connected to the mill data system through a Host Link.

The PaperLab equipment can easily be configured to meet different needs and
requirements of various types of mills.

More information of the subject is available in Sections:

I.A. Test stages

I.B. Structure

1.C. Operating with PaperLab Windows software

23/03/2001 1
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I.A. Steps in Testing

PaperLab is able to test standard width MD or CD sample strips that are cut from the
machine reel and wound on a core, and it also tests sheets of various sizes.

Before testing the PaperLab requires that the operator gives the sample ID. It then
performs autocalibration and self-test, and prints out an autocalibration report. The
sample transport mechanism pulls the sample strip into the unit, and the modules begin
testing as specified by the measuring program.

With the elevator model, a cassette containing the sample core is placed in the elevator
from where it is automatically transferred to the measurement level. When the entire
sample strip has been tested, the device ejects the empty cassette

With the Sheet Feeder (SF) model, a sample sheet or core (width max. 32 cm, 12 5/8") is
placed on the adjustable feeder tray. The sample is then pulled into the PaperLab for
testing.
With the Automatic Sheet Feeder (ASF) model the samples are placed on feeder trays,
and they will be tested in numerical order. However, level 11 is the master level that
bypasses all others. Maximum sample size with this model is the standard A4 (21 x 29.7
cm).
In each case the sample is pulled from the feeder system into the module frame and
transported to the measuring modules that carry out the different measurements
according to the preprogrammed measuring sequence.
When the entire sample strip has been tested, the PaperLab prints out the results.

-:`,OWE66ý I - -.1",

Fig. 1.1. From machine roll to testing

23/03/2001 2
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1.B. Construction

The PaperLab system consists of a base unit, the ordered measuring modules, and a
control PC (Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2. Parts of the Base Unit and control PC

23/03/2001 3
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Module Frame

The module frame consists of cells, size 90x90 mm (Fig. 1.3). Due to its modular
construction the PaperLab is extremely flexible and it can be easily tailored to meet the
varying testing needs of different paper mills.

Samples are transported through the unit from right to left (seen from the front side).
Because of this, the destructive modules (= modules performing tests for which the paper
sample must be broken) should be installed towards the end (left side) and the non-
destructive modules towards the beginning (right side) of the module frame.
Pictures of the different modules are shown in Appendix I.

sam3pie lransporT

F, 1.3. Modl frame

23/03/2001 4
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I.C. Operating the PaperLab with the Windows software

User Environment..u...........E..n..r..o.nm.n..t..

The PaperLab Windows software offers three different user environments:
1. Guest, with only one view
2. PaperLab user, with two windows (frames) simultaneously visible on the screen

(Main menu, Operation window)
3. Administrator user, with three windows (Main menu, Operation window + Calibration

and messages)

All three windows are visible in this picture:

Operaion -

CdllbvSton
Run TuW

Old Measurements 2. Operation window

11SM 1911
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retLet Messap: 81 Saqpie ID) fequest stevted. wak
ibratlon buttons & messages

Fig. 1.4. Windows of the PaperLab software
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Ngigtina i. ~he.Software:. .N..a..v.g .a. .n.. .n..t.h....S..o...ff....a..r.e.

Any menu can be accessed at any time. This feature is very practical, for example if you
need to check the coefficients of a module while it is measuring, or if you need to verify
values from results obtained days ago.
The program window contains three different views:
1. Main menu
2. Operation window
3. Buttons & messages
Main menu - choose the different operation windows from the main menu by clicking with
the mouse.
Operation window - software operations are controlled and configured in this window.
Example: select "Measurement" from the Main menu, and the operation window will show
the selected function: operation button, fields, and measurement control buttons in the
bottom of the screen.
You can also navigate from the operation window into certain subwindows that are
hierarchically "below" some configuration or operation link listed in the Main menu. For
example, starting from the button "Operation mode" you can navigate as follows:

Rebrm bwkito opwaftm
mhods VWk~h

Fig. 1.5. Example of navigation in the PaperLab software

23/03/2001 6
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The PaperLab is powered with UPS-filtered voltage. Eight power outlets are located on
the back side of the PaperLab, and four of these power outlets (those located inside the
unit) are independent of the main power switch.

To start the PaperLab, turn the main switch (on front panel, bottom left comer) to position
1, and then briefly turn it to the right (position Start, Fig. 2.1). Then switch the control PC
on; the PC is connected to the power outlets on the rear side (inside PaperLab) that are
always powered, even when the PaperLab is switched off.

The PaperLab is controlled with dedicated operating software that runs under MS Internet
Explorer. The main functions of the software are shown in Fig. 2.2. Each display (window)
contains instructions for the key functions.

When the PaperLab is switched on, it automatically runs a self-test. The modules go to
wait mode, control PC starts and Windows NT asks for the user password. Log in as PAL
user, and an empty green desktop will appear.Then start the Internet Explorer (IE 5.0)
and log in to the PaperLab operating software as PAL user.

If the PC displays an error message when the software is started, see instructions in
section 7.D-7. E.

Before starting any tests, the PaperLab must be allowed to perform Runtest for 45
minutes to make sure that the modules have warmed up properlyl

21/03/2001 7
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Oper"on
Wasuremont

Calibration

Run Too
Run Test

Opticall Runteut

Fig. 2.2. Main functions of the software.

21/03/2001 8
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2.A. Starting the Software

Starting the Windows NT & PAL software (when PC has been switched off)

- Switch power on to the PaperLab -- Wait until the PC has started and asks the user to
press Ctd+AIt+DelI

- Press keys Ctrl+AIt+DeI on the keyboard (all keys at the same time)
- The monitor will show the Windows NT Logon Information window; give the username

and password:
Username: PAL
Password: PAL

- Left-click with the mouse on the empty fields, and then type the usemame and
password in the corresponding fields.

- Click the OK button (or press Enter on the keyboard) to accept the given settings.
- The Windows NT operating system takes a few minutes to load; after this the

Windows NT desktop & and black MS-DOS window will appear on the monitor. The
"Backup" and "Compact" windows will also be visible for a moment - do not do
anything when they appear. When the black DOS-window has disappeared, you can
start the PaperLab software.

- Now the monitor shows an empty green desktop. From the bottom left comer of the
screen, open START menu with the mouse and select Internet Explorer (blue e-
icon).

- After a moment the Login to PaperLab window will appear. Enter in the fields:
Username for PAL software PAL
Password for PAL software PAL

- Type the usemame & password in the corresponding fields (left-click with the mouse
in the fields to select).

- Click the OK button (or press Enter on the keyboard) to accept the settings.
- The display will show the PaperLab window, with the Main menu on the left side.
- Using the mouse, choose Measurement from the Main menu.
- The right panel of the window will show the Measurement menu, with 6 buttons: Load,

Unload, Start strip, Start sheet, Stop, Alarm off.
- Click button Load with the mouse, and wait until all other buttons (except Stop) turn

dim.
- You can now enter or search the sample ID data - see more detailed instructions in

section 4.A.

21/03/2001 9
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2.B. Restarting PaperLab-i software (after error situations)

- Stop measurement by clicking the Stop button, if it is available.
- Close the PaperLab Internet Explorer window by clicking the X-button (top right comer

of the display).
- Using the mouse, select Start menu from the bottom left comer of the display).
- Choose Shut Down from the menu.
- Choose Restart the computer
- Click the Yes button (or press Enter on the keyboard) to accept.
- After a while the display will show the Windows NT startup menu, with the text "Press

CTRL+ALT+DEL to Log on"

21/03/2001 10
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2.C. Indicator LEDs

LEDs on the front panel indicate the status of the modules and other components of the
system. The LEDs indicate the following:

LED Module or function mode

blinking green active, wait
steady green ready, OK
red error (see section 7.A)

The LEDs on the front side of module frame and next to the cassette elevator are
explained in Fig. 2.3-2.4.

Fig. 2.4. Indicator LEDs on cassette elevator.

The unit is ready to start operation when the LEDs on the front panel are lit up green.

Before starting measurement, always make sure that the module frame is closed and
latched, and contains no old paper.

21/03/2001 11
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3.Peprn Sti Samples

Strip samples can be taken by cutting an about 60cm (23-24") wide CD strip directly from
the machine reel.

When preparing the sample, pay attention to the following details:

- Always wind the sample strip on the core
with the same side up! This is necessary to
make sure that in 2-sided measurements the
top and wire side of the paper do not get
mixed.
- Always wind the sample strip on the core
starting from the same end of the reell This
ensures that profile results are always
comparable.
- Paper machine CD = sample transport
direction in the PaperLab.

Fig. 3.1. CD sample strip

For instructions on sample preparation, see Fig. 3.2 below.

21/03/2001 12
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Fig. 3.3 shows how a sample is inserted into a sample cassette and into the PaperLab.

Fig. 3.3. Inserting a strip sample into the PaperLab

21/03/2001 13
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4.A. Entering Sample ID

Enter the sample ID in the fields shown white in Fig. 4.1. Use the mouse, arrow keys, or
Tab key to move from field to field.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates how the sample ID is entered and how measurement is started.

Select Measurement from the Main menu with the mouse, and you will see the window
shown in Fig. 4.1.

Measurement

,,, et,, : f l.
Fg Datee

Fig. 4. 1. Example - fields of the operation menu.

Field: Function:
Cassette: number of sample cassette
Machine: PM/coater
SC: supercalender
Reel: number of machine reel
Prod Date / Time: time when reel produced
Grade: grade of reel
Test method: strip / sheet testing method
Comment: additional information (e.g. customer)

The following pictures show what the buttons of the Measurement menu look like with the
measurement loaded / not loaded:

Measurement program not loaded.

Measurement program loaded.

23/03/2001 14
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Sta.#ij.ng.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Put the casette in theelevator.

Fig. 4.2. Starting measurement

Click "Load" to start measurement.

Give the cassette number in the field.
Click "Operation Modes" to fetch an existing operating
mode
OR type PM number.
Enquire sample data from Host computer
OR enter the other data manually.

Click "Save" to accept.

Click "Start Strip" ONLY ONCE to start measurement.

23/03/2001 15
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*Q~zJ4.Search of S ample ID..qu.c. ..s..e....r....h...o...s..a.m.....j..-...

1. (Fig. 4.2, points 1 & 2): Give cassette number and click button "Operation Modes".

2. Choose the required operation mode from the group listings (using the mouse).

Measurement

Opestion Modes:

Operatioamoi9e0rop1

i OpwvdtoxMadeGrevp4

7000

OpaouMo~Gru.pS

~2Q2

OpsadamModvGraq5 3

6000

Operatnode0&daoup91

Fig. 4.3.

3. The selected sample ID will be filled in the fields of the operation window (see picture
on the right).

The names of the operation mode groups can be defined with the Language Support
program.

..E.n.ujy.r3,.fr. .ot."

(Fig. 4.2, point 3): If the PaperLab is connected to a Host computer, the sample ID can
also be enquired from the Host.

Enter the cassette and other necessary data (usually PM & reel), and then click button
"EnqID from Host". The Host will send the other data for the sample ID.

NOTE that the PaperLab must have the measurement program loaded before sample ID
can be enquired from Host!

Accepting & Editing

Ac~e~pJing
(Fig. 4.2, point 4): When you have entered the sample ID, click "Save" to accept. The
entered sample ID will be displayed in the bottom of the screen (see picture on the right).

Cassette Maskhine Reo Prod Datoe dTime Grade Cewneut

01 3 1212 0&0&99 10-15 876543 Testl

23/03/2001 16
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Editifng.:.
If necessary, the sample ID can be edited on the screen still during measurement.

Measurement

cmutte: IL 1
~~7Tr
lPeed: t F

- Fig. 4.5.

- In the field "Cassette", enter the number of the cassette whose sample ID you wish to
edit, and click button "Edit" (see picture on the right).

Measurement

ma chim: F1

FT -7-2f12k

Fig. 4.6.

- Make the necessary changes in the fields.
- Click "Save" to accept and save the changes (see picture on the right).
- The changes will be updated to the sample ID shown in the bottom of the window.

23/03/2001 17
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4.B. Testing CD Samples

When you have entered the sample ID, insert the sample cassette into the elevator and
click button "Start Strip". NOTE that the measurement program must be loaded before
starting measurement! The modules will perform autocalibration and start testing. New
sample IDs can also be entered while measurement is going on.

How to. fltergthPmeasurement:..H. ..... t.....J t..r..u...... ...m..e..a....u..r..e..m...n... .
Click button "Stop" and the program will ask if you really want to stop. If you click "OK" the
measurement will be interrupted; if you click "Cancel", the measurement will continue.

On-s5creen mes01e:...... cr..... ........ e~~. a 1911 . :

During measurement, the bottom part of the window will show the individual
measurement results, as well as all messages that come up during operation. NOTE that
the bottom frame is not visible for all users (depending on the settings of the current User
group).
For more information on the messages see section 7.D.

No easurem~ent prormlai

M.. .......... p.r. m.! a e

AstiveOperadme Measuement

... !i.r.jia.x.tk q..n r.am loaded:
AtfveOperafiap Cabfratio

ArtveOperation: P=z Test

i..R.. modu... lR..u...... T.es p.rg..r.a. m

4.C. Sheet Feeder Model - PaperLab SF

PaperLab SF (Sheet Feeder)
model is able to test sheet
samples (width 300-320mm,
11 13/16" - 12 5/8") and strip
samples wound on a core. The

P • ln d• Of Usheet feeder accepts onede~ p*(A).Cm ! ha, o (9). sample at a time.

NOTE: In the sample ID,
cassette must always be = 1.
See Fig. 4.7 for instructions on
how to feed samples.

Fig. 4.7. Feeding samples to
the sheet feeder.

23/03/2001 18
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4.D. Automatic Sheet Feeder - ASF

The Automatic Sheet Feeder
device accepts sheet
samples of varying length
(width 300-320mm, 11
13/16" - 12 5/8") and strip
samples wound on a core.
The ASF unit has 11 feeder
trays, for max. 11 sheets, or
3 cores and several sheets.
The LEDs and operating
buttons of the ASF unit are
shown in Fig. 4.8.

F1 reset after paper jam
START start measurement
A4 test A4 sheets (feed sheets "horizontally", i.e. with the longer side first)
HOME home status
AIR cleaning paper detectors
H-Re HARD RESET
Shift Shift (needed in manual operation, if ASF is not operating)
Mll No 11 Motor (operating the motor of level 11 during manual operation)
Valve Press Valve (clamping pressure, during manual operation)
1-11 sample transport motors of levels 1-11 (feed paper in & out when needed)

Starting the Unit:

The ASF unit starts automatically when PaperLab is switched on.

Feeding Samples:

Enter the sample ID and then feed the sample to the selected tray (feeder level) as
shown in Fig. 4.5 below. The ASF unit will automatically grab the sample and pull it
inwards, until the paper detectors are activated.

When the sample is detected, the corresponding LED on the unit's front panel turns lights
up green.

Starting Measurement:

When you have fed in all samples, press the Load button to start measurement. Press the
START button (Fig. 4.8), and the unit will feed the first sample into the PaperLab for
measurement. The ASF unit will start feeding the samples in. PaperLab will test the
samples as follows:
- The samples are tested in numerical order, according to the feeder tray numbers.
- If certain predefined parts of the sample ID (e.g. PM & grade) are identical,

consecutive reel reports will be combined into one report.
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Fig. 4.9. Feeding samples into the ASF unit.

.Samol.!eJam.in ASF:.. a..m.. e...J..a ..... n.. .. S... ..'.

If a sample gets jammed in the ASF unit, the unit will sound an alarm, and the LED of the
jammed level lights up red.

First press button F1 (Fig. 4.4) to quit the alarm. Then press button H-Re, and all feeder
level LEDs will blink once. WAIT at this point - the ASF unit will automatically push all
sheets out from the detectors, run the elevator to home position, air-clean the paper
detectors, and feed the sheets back until the levels. When these procedures have been
completed, press Start once to continue measurement.

NOTE: Press the buttons ONLY ONCE - operation will commence within some secondsl
Do not press the buttons repeatedlyl
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4.E. Testing Sheet Samples

The PaperLab can also be used to test sheet samples, even without the Sheet Feeder or
Auto Sheet Feeder. To test sheet samples with the elevator model, proceed as follows:
1. Stop other tests. Make sure that the module frame does not contain any paper and is

properly closed and latched.

2. Choose Measurement from the Main menu, and give cassette number = 1.
3. Enter the sample ID as usual, according to the selected mode of operation.

4. Choose Start Sheet from the display (make sure that a measurement program has
been loaded).

5. Perform autocalibration: when button Calibrate appears on the screen, click it with
the mouse.
5B. Click Start Strip button.

6. Open the hood and module frame.

7. Place the sample sheet on the correct modules, close the module frame and hood.

8. Click Start Sheet, and testing will begin.

9. After the tests, remove the sample sheet. The program will ask if you wish to stop or
continue measurement. If you have several sheets to measure at the same time (e.g.
parallel samples), repeat steps 6 - 9. Sheet samples tested at the same time will be
included in one report.

10. When you wish to finish the measurement program, click Stop on the bottom screen.
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4.F. Keys of Measurement Window

Measweaent

FT-tMeIohd-'

Fig. 4.10. Buttons in the Measurement window

.B..u.9fns.i.n.operatjion. frame

Help Detailed instructions on the window and its functions.
Save Saves new / edited sample I D in the database and shows it in the

bottom part of the window.
Operation Modes Choose next ID
Eng ID From Host Enquire sample ID from host computer
Delete Deletes a sample ID from the list.

Using: Type cassette number in field "Cassette", click "Delete", and
reply OK when the program asks if you really want to delete the
cassette from the list.

Edit Edit sample ID.
Copy Copies saved cassette data.

Using: Click "Copy", you will see a new window from which you can
choose where to copy from, and to what cassette number(s).
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Buttons in bottom frame

Button Explanation
Load Initializes Opto cards and loads the measurement program.
Unload Unloads the measurement program and allows the system to use some

other program eq g ibration, rgntest. .
Start Strip_ Start strisamp•e testing.
Start Sheet Starts sheet testing.
Stop Stops the currently ongoing measurement.
Alarm Off Sets alarm off (also sound alarm stops).
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The PaperLab automatically reports measurement results to a log printer and/or to the
mill computer system. In addition, a separate PaperMap report station or PaperLink
station can be included in the system. The flow of data is illustrated in Fig. 5..

5.A. Log Printer

When a sample is being tested, the PaperLab prints out a log report with the sample ID
data, report of autocalibration, and other messages. After testing the sample the unit
prints out a reel report. The report can be printed in two alternative formats (see Fig. 5.1).

AutoReport Settings

Paper Size:

Foat Size:B

Font Nam: IS-stem

Report•Style: iLke windowsrepoAd .

17 F-a Report

17 AverpRport

Fig. Fig. 5.1. AutoReport Settings.

Selected sefting What will be printed on paper
All Report Measurement results, averages, standard deviations, minimum/

maximum values
Average Report Averages, deviations, minumum/maximum values

.To change the report ~settin9ý.sproceed as follows:KE..T..c~ ..a..n.. .e .t.. .... r. p ..9.r .p ..e.jng .y.o..e..d.a.. .o o..s:

1. In Main Menu, select AutoReoort Settings (under "Basic Config").

2. Change the settings as necessary and click Save to accept the changes.

.Printn repq.rt.sfromme..m.:.

1. In the Main menu, click Old measurements.

2. A new window will appear, with a list showing the latest measurements.

3. The latest measurement report is always shown first in the list.

4. If the list of reports is so long that all cannot be seen at once, use the arrow keys of
the keyboard to scroll the report list up and down.

5. When you find the correct report, select it by clicking with the mouse.

6. When you have selected the report, right-click with the mouse (= press the right
button on the mouse once) and select Print from the menu that appears.

7. Each display can be printed out in the same way.
For example, if you want to print out the Module Specification window, select it from
the Main menu, then right-click and select Print from the menu.
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Fig. 5.2. Data flow when PaperLab is reporting test results.
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5.B. Host Computer

The PaperLab can be connected to the mill's quality control system with the Host Link
connection. When the Host Link is used, measurement results will be automatically sent
to the mill data system after testing. When communications are not operating, the
PaperLab stores all host computer messages in a separate buffer. Depending on the
number of properties included in the reports, the buffer is able to store 120 - 300 reel
reports. When the communications have been restored, the control PC will send the
contents of the buffer to the host computer during the first data session after the
interruption
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6.A. Operations Once Per Shift

Vacuum-clean the PanerLab Every Day

The test modules of the PaperLab must be vacuumed daily to remove paper dust. Both
the PaperLab software and Windows NT must be stopped before this procedure and then
restarted after it, to make sure that the PaperLab is properly initialized.

rExit.fronmWPanerLabosoftwareandindows.N..
" Exit from the PaperLab software (running under Internet Explorer) by clicking the

closing button (X) in the top right comer of the window.

* Using the mouse, select the Start button from the bottom left corner of the screen,
and select Shut Down from the menu.

• The screen will show the Windows NT "Shut down window"; click alternative Shut
Down the Computer.

* Accept the choice by clicking Yes with the mouse (or press Enter on the keyboard.
Wait until the screen tells you when the PC can be switched off safely, and turn
power off.

* You can now vacuum-clean the PaperLab.

.Cleani.
* Vacuum-clean the sample transport mechanism and module frame.

• Pay special attention to cleaning these places:

- cutting groove on the Basis Weight module, bottom side

- Burst module, bottom side

- cutting grooves on Tear module, bottom side

- cutting grooves on Tensile module, bottom side
NOTE: When cleaning, be especially careful not to damage the measuring heads of
SmoothnesslRoughness modules and the weighing unit of the Basis Weight
modulel

* Clean the glass surfaces of Fiber Orientation module with the vacuum or with a dry,
lintfree cloth.

* Wipe the following with a moistened, lintfree cloth:

- measuring heads of Porosity modules use water only!

- rubber backings of Smoothness-Bekk module use water onlyl

- measuring heads of Smoothness-Bekk module use Ethanol or Isopropanol
(Ethyl / Isopropyl alcohol)!

- measuring heads and backings of Roughness-B & Smoothness-S modules use
Ethanol or Isopropanol (Ethyl / Isopropyl alcohol)!

- measuring heads of Caliper module use Ethanol or Isopropanol

- reference tiles of Gloss and Brightness modules use optical lens cleaner (e.g.
Sparkleen); finally wipe the tiles dry with clean, lintfree cloth to remove chemical
remnants that may disturb measurement

* After vacuum-cleaning you can restart the computer and the PaperLab - see
instructions in section 2.A.
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6.B. Other Routine Maintenance Operations

.Ev.e.rx.D.av.x.

Clean the optical modules as instructed in
Fig. 6.1:

1. Open the module frame.
2. Choose Optical Module Test from Main

menu.
3. Choose the correct module from Operate

module: module 1, module 2, or both.
4. Click Save and then click Load.
5. Click button Mechanism, and the program

starts.
6. The first white reference tile will rise up.
7. Take the tile out. Clean it with distilled water,

dry with a lintfree cloth. Insert the tile back in
position. The screen reads ?nextPlate? and
you will hear a "beep" sound. Click Continue
and a black tile will rise up.

8. Clean the black tile as instructed above and
click Continue.

9. Clean the grey tile (DIF only) and click
Continue.

10. Clean the next tile: fluorescent tile with
compressed air (UV- optical only), white tile as Fig. 6.1. Cleaning the optical modules
the others (DIR and DIF). Then click
Continue. I

11. Clean the last white tile and click Jatka. You will again see the buttons Stop and Mechanism.
12. Click Stop to exit from the optical module test program; if you wish to repeat tile cleaning, click again

Mechanism.
13. Close the module frame.

NOTE: If you want to interrupt the procedure, click Stop.
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,Once. a.Week: cleaning. the..Smooth.n.ess-.PPS..measu.ri.ng .heads

1. Remove the 3 screws that fasten the protective collar around the measurement head,
to prevent damage to the rubber gasket.

2. Do not misplace the screws and springs! Also remember which head was in the top,
which head in the bottom side.
NOTE: if the measuring head has a plastic gasket, the screws need not be
removed.

3. Fill the ultrasonic cleaner with isopropyl alcohol so that the liquid level is about 2.5 cm
(1") from the top of the cleaner.

4. Carefully place the measuring head into the cleaner, measuring surface face up.
Clean for 2 minutes.

5. Remove the measuring head, place it in a holder (the holder must keep the head
above the bottom of the cleaner).

6. Place it face down in the cleaner. Clean again for 2 minutes.

7. Remove the measuring head, rinse in distilled water.

8. Blow clean, dry compressed air on the upper surface (non-measuring side) until all
water is removed from the holes.

9. Place the head with the measuring surface face up into a beaker of cleaning medium
for 3 minutes.

10. Dry again using compressed air.

11. Replace the protective collar on the head, using the screws and springs removed in
step 1.

12. Install the measuring heads into the module. Remember to install the heads back in
their original positions (top/bottom side)!

.Once a...Month.
Clean and lubricate the specimen clamp of Tensile module. For instructions see section
8.

6.C. Module Quick Test with 'Standard Paper'

Some mills use 'standard paper' to verify the accuracy of their laboratory instruments. It
can also be used as a quick way to test the operation of PaperLab modules.

In order to get reliable results, the 'standard paper' should be regularly tested with
PaperLab, and the results of each routine check should be carefully filed for later use and
comparisons.
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6.D. Calibration

In calibration, the operating condition and measurement accuracy of a measuring device
is checked by using calibration samples (references). Calibration of the PaperLab
modules involves determining their A-level coefficients. More detailed calibration
instructions for each module are included in the service manual of each module.

.Step§ in Calibration:..s..t. . .....n.c.a. ...r..a...........

1. Run module Runtest according to instructions, to make sure that the module operates
correctly.

2. In Main menu, choose Calibration.

3. Choose the correct module with the mouse, and fill in the fields shown in Fig. 6.2
below.

4. Make sure that the entered reference values are correct, and click Start. The
PaperLab will first perform three tests without a reference.

5. The program will then ask for the first reference: "SET REFERENCE AND PUSH
START". Continue calibration according to the more detailed instructions given for
each module.

6. When all references have been measured, you can fetch the results from calibration
report and print out them.

7. If necessary, enter new A-level coefficients to the PaperLab.
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Fig. 6.2. Calibration window

Field Function
Serial Number serial number of calibration set
Reference Set number of calibration samples (references)
Number of number of measurements to be performed
Measurements
Log Report position reporting on/off (i.e. will all measurements be reported or

not)

Measurement Type 0 - only calculate A-coefficients
1 - check A-coefficients

Reference Request on (ticked) - program will ask user's permission for every meas.
off (box empty) - program will ask user's permission only when
reference is changed

Setpoint See Calibration Instructions
Property On/Off 1 - calibrate this property

0 - property will not be calibrated
Property 1 - 8 properties
References I - 10 value of reference (check from the reference!)
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7.A. Quick Guide

When this occurs... Proceed as follows:
Any of the front panel LEDs Modules: - check that the module is clean and appears to be in
lights up red good condition

Others: - see Fig. 7.1.
Module appears to be OK, but Exit from the program (click button Stop) and reload the
its indicator LED lights up red. program. If this does not help, take the module out of

operation. See section 8.B.
Screen reads: TIMEOUT- Remove sample, switch power off. Check that the module
ERROR, HOME STATUS cable is properly connected. Wait 60 seconds and then switch

power on. If the error message appears again, take the module
out of operation (see section 8.B) and contact PaperLab
service.

PaperLab will not start testing, Check the following:
although cassette has been - Is the module frame properly latched?
inserted and the sample ID - Has the cassette been inserted deep enough?
entered correctly. - Is the leading edge of the sample properly aligned?

- Is the cassette number in the sample ID correct?
- SF-model: has the handle been pulled to "Feed" position (see
Fig. 4.3)?
- Is Transport led blinking and is Paper out lightning? ->
Remove paper from the output limit.
Then click "Start Strip". If the measurement still will not start:
1. Interrupt by clicking Stop.
2. Restart measurement by clicking Start Strip.

Log printer does not function. Make sure that the printer in switched on and set On-line.
Number keys do not function. Press "NumLock" on the keyboard.

If the LED lights up RED:
On / Off = not in use
Module interface = Module's connection
Power supply = Fuse blown (see Base Unit service manual

for instructions).
Transport = Paper transport;
blinking = paper jam (see Fig. 7.2) or during transport paper
under output sensor,
steady red light = restart.
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7.B. Paper Jam

If a sample gets jammed inside the module frame, the PaperLab will show an on-screen
error message and give a sound alarm and/or blink the alarm light. For instructions on
handling paper jams, see Fig. 7.2 below.
A red text "PaperJam" will appear in the bottom frame (note that this frame is not always
visible - dependent on the user group settings!), and some additional buttons are shown
on the right side of the error message text:

Active~peraden:Meaurmenit LastMexsagw Piiiperez~m Tij asI

Fig. 7.2.

Delete The obtained measurement results of the current sample are rejected.
PaperLab transports the sample forward to the first module of the selected
testing program.

Save Measurement results are saved, paper is transported forward until the
untested sample section reaches the first module of the selected testing
program, and measurement continues.

Ignore Measurement continues without any further action.
Stop Results are saved and the sample testing procedure stops.
Alarm off Sets the alarm off.

- Click button Alarm Off to tum off the alarm light.
- Check the PaperLab and eliminate possible paper jams. Then select one of the three

first altematives (Delete, Save or Ignore). Measurement will continue as soon as the
module frame has been closed and latched.

Set the alarm off.

Alrm off
Wagt until module LEDs turn green.

Open hood and moduWe frame.

False larmSample jain
False alarm Cut sample at the beginning of

Clowe module frame and hood. farme, remove crumpled section.

Override the jam. Reject results. OR Save resiults.
ignore Delete

PperLab wil continu~e PaorLab will drive the sample to the
testing without interruption. first measuring module, then continue

testing.

Fig. 7.2. Troubleshooting, and eliminating paper jams.
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7.C. Paperl-ab Will Not Start Testing

g. 1.4. I rouolesnooring: wnen ffaperLaD moes nor start resting
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7.0. On-Screen Error Messagýes

When starting strip testing:
17. NO ID FOR CASSETTE XX Sample ID has not been entered for the next cassette.

Enter the sample ID.
When starting sheet testing:
19. MODULES NOT The modules have not been autocalibrated. Click
CALIBRATED, CALIBRATE "Calibrate".
During testing:
20. PAPERJAM The sample is jammed - see Fig. 7.2.
36. MODULE <NO.> <NAME> Module cable is loose, or the module is defective.
CABLE <NO.> TIMEOUT- Remove paper, switch power off for a while, check the
ERROR, HOME STATUS cable connection, and restart the unit. If the same error

message is repeated, take module out of operation (see
section 8.B) and contact PaperLab service.

37. MODULE <NO.> <NAME> Try again. If the same error message is repeated, take
CABLE <NO.> TIMEOUT- module out of operation and contact PaperLab service.
ERROR, MEASUREMENT TIME
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7.E. Incorrect Measurement Results

If the measurement results from some testing module are suspiciously out of the
expected range, or if you keep getting messages of Outsider values, proceed as
instructed in Fig. 7.4 below.

For more information on the autocalibration values, see Fig. 7.5.

Lontact your mill's
Palp•'Lab-i specialist.

Fig. 7.4. General instruction for module troubleshooting
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Auto Calibratlonim x2its

Mod& We:p 1 BfiMWNGITT F Checkmi fl Aian S0ad

Fig. 7.5. Example of the autocalibration limits and acceptable error margin

Fields Function
Check ON/OFF Blank screen - no checks

Alarm sound

Instrument limits
Upper/Lower
Instrument limits
Operation

Method (See Fig. 5.9.)

Method Operation

Filtering

Screen selected (v) - checks are on
Blank - no alarm sound
V - alarm sound in use
Fixed upper and lower limits

Operation when Upper or Lower is exceeded
0 - no operation
1 - alarm in use, but obtained results are used
2 - OFF, module does not measure this sample
3 - manual feed values are used (See System instruction, Fig. 5.11.)
4 - result of filtered calculation is used (V)
5 - operator chooses: manual feed values/filtered value/
new autocalibration/alarm sound on or off
0 - no checks
1 - Ll=upper limit, L2=lower limit
2 - compared to previous result: Ll=difference upwards,
L2=difference downwards
similar to item Instrument limits Operation, but when exceeding ( R1=
Limit 1 ) or ( R2 = Limit 2)
Coeff. = filtering coefficient
Value = saved result obtained from filtering calculation;
(calculated after each autocalibration sequence, if the result falls
within the allowed range)

A!c..c..e.p..ia..b. I! i t. l. ln.t.r.i Q .e.n .t l n.m imits. u.pper.Lower
Run Test values (see Section 8.B) are used as limits. If they are exceeded, the module is
either dirty or in need of maintenance. Please see an example of this in System
instruction, Fig. 5.13. This could refer to a situation where dirt has stuck between the
caliper module measuring heads.
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In~divi~dual li~mits.(Oprton9J~,J..d.(..d..u.!..m.i.t...s..(Q ... .ajf!ji.qn..R..R /R.2)
Individual limits are intended for individual follow-up of the module. They are determined
case by case on the basis of results obtained from the module unit. With individual limits,
it is possible to follow the module's condition in detail and further reduce the number of
potential errors. A comparison to a previous result has been used in the System
instruction (Fig. 5.13). A uniform drop in the result is caused by wear of the lamp,
whereas a steep drop is caused by dirt or dust dimming the light.

FD lfte..r.i.n. gc.a. Lc....a.t.i.o..n. .. F.tering)

The so-called filtered value can be used as the module's autocalibration value instead of
the value that exceeded the limit. In this case, 4 is selected for value ACTIONI/ACTION2.
The filtered value is calculated after autocalibration, in case the result has not exceeded
the limits. The formula is recursive, using the previous result in the calculation of the new
value:

filtered value = U*Coeff. +Value*(1-Coeff.)
U=obtained autocalibration value
Coeff.flltering coefficient (0-1)
Value=previous filtered value
(Coeff. and Value are taken from menu Autocalibration Limits)

For example, if the filtering coefficient is 1, the filtered value (Value) is always the latest
autocalibration result.
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The instructions in this section help in maintaining the PaperLab unit in good working
condition, and to proceed in case of malfunctions.

8.A. Maintenance of Testing Modules

TEý.TE....E. R•pl.c.ng the.S..im.n.clamp jcode .t3.5t.§C)

Removing:
1. Press the jaws together.
2. If the specimen clamp is stuck to the lower

module, loosen screw (1). The jaws will
open, and you can fasten the specimen
clamp back in its place.

Installing:
Make sure that the specimen cdamp is intact.
1. Distance A must be about 1 mm. If

necessary, adjust by the screw (1). Adjust
the screw so that it fits into the groove on
the head of the momentum coupling.

2. Press the jaws together.
3. Press the clamp into the slot on the

momentum coupling.

I

NOTE: If the specimen clamp is not installed correctly, the module may be damaged!

TEN.SILE: ..Repacing theCuttin assembly (co A 45B.J

1. Open the screws (1) to release the cutting
assembly.

2. Install a new cutting assembly.

I Fio. & 2. Tensile module: cuttinq assembly.
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T.A.R..R;...:eD..a..c. ing.t.h .e. .C..u.ingtta.s•.s..M..e..m. .. (.cod bA2...

1. Open the fastening screws (1) and
remove the cutting assembly.
2. Install a new cutting assembly to the
module.

Fig. 8. 3. Tear module: cutting
assembly.

.BASIS W.EI.GHT: Replacinkg the Cutting asseL@Mbt(cdeA21,.A.....I....W..E..G...H..T..R.e... acnq .t..e.C....ti .g.a.....m.by.(qqo.d.e..A. 20.1516 !33tM

1. Open the punching head nut (1) with the 10mm socket wrench
(delivered with the module), and pull the punching head (2) out.

2. Remove the old cutting assembly (3).
3. Insert the new cutting assembly into the module, make sure that

its hole matches with the hole (4) in the cylinder. 0

4. Push the punching head back, so that the guide peg goes into the
hole (4). ,

Fig. 8. 4. Fiq. 8.4. Basis weiqht module: cutting assembly.

SMOOTHNESS-PPS: Replacing the Soft backing disk (code 23434) - rpaewe.S..M...O...O..T... ...........-............R..e..! QcL~ .th....S.. ..f ..b.q.p.kjng.qsL..•9 . • :.r j .wh n
.n e c e. s ry..... .. a.

1. Remove the backing from the module (backing fastens with magnets).
2. Pull the rubber disk from the backing.
3. Clean the backing with Isopropyl alcohol to remove any remnants of glue.
4. Remove the protective film from the adhesive side of the new rubber disk.
5. Press the backing and rubber disk together on a level, smooth surface.
6. To obtain stable measurement results, do a 10-measurement Runtest to the module before actual

testing. See instruction below.
.SMOOTHNESS-BEKK: Replacing the Rubber backing disk Loe268)rpaew..S....O.9....H...E.S.• .B.....KK.'..R .~gL..ci.ng ..t..e....R.u..b..b..e....b..a..c ....i n ...j...k.. L # .•4 ) . J

1. Remove the backing from the module (backing fastens with magnets).
2. Pull the rubber disk from the backing.
3. Clean the backing with Isopropyl alcohol to remove any remnants of glue.
4. Fasten the new rubber disk to the backing with double-sided adhesive tape (e.g. 3M).

Make sure that the tape fastens properly (no air bubbles).
5. Press the backing and rubber disk together on a level, smooth surface.
6. To obtain stable measurement results, do a 10-measurement Runtest to the module before actual

testing. See instruction below.
When results 2-3 are close to result 4, the module has stabilized enough.
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SMOOTHNESS-PPS & SMOOTHNESS-BEKK:.S..M...O.I.O..T..n...gS S.-..~.S...S.~.OT. n*ew'b*ac*kn"g'* th--un*tes* ...E..S..B.E...KK;Stabilizing a new backing with Runtest

1. Select "Run Test" from Main menu.
2. Fill in these fields:

- No. of Measurements = 10, Report Frequency = 10
- PPS (BEKK) On/Off = 1

3. Click "Start" to start the Runtest
4. When the Runtest has been completed, click "Stop".

OPTICAL-DIR / Dl F: RepaigteLm iO812 1 cd A426O755Aj - must be replae
.e ~y .e..r..!....m..o..h..s.R

1. Switch the PaperLab off by the main
switchl

Retainer spring Ught cable 2. Remove the rear panel.
locking s 3. Press the retainer spring towards the cable

Light cable to release the lamp. Disconnect its wires from
the terminal piece.
4. Turn the spring out of the way, insert a new
lamp. Secure the lamp with the spring and

I connect the wires.
Fig. 8. 5. Fig. 8.5. Optical-DIRIDIF: replacing 5. Switch the PaperLab on, and let the lamp
the lamp. warm up for at least 30 minutes before

continuing measurement.

.cev..e..rO...V...m..u..n.bel.....
everyA5mont~hs

IMMMOMMMMMMMI! PaperLab frame

Light cable

fidgscrew

<V

.- *7 Removing the ho

Re lovingI

using

as shown

holder

1. Switch the PaperLab off
by the main switchl
2. Remove the lamp housing.
3. Disconnect the lamp wires
from the terminal piece.
4. Loosen the lamp holder
until you can take the lamp off.
5. Insert a new lamp, connect
its wires, and replace the lamp
housing.
6. Switch the PaperLab on,
and let the lamp warm up for at
least 2 hours before continuing
measurement.

Fig. 8.6. UV-optical module: replacing the lamp.
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..G..L...S.S....R.ep....cn..t.heLam ( 0.842W, code220855 m b retplcd. ever. moth

RetelriersV
'N

Orng
Lamp & rfoector

/ Ught,
locking

cablescrew

Ught 0 able

1. Switch the PaperLab off by the main
switchl

2. Remove the rear panel.
3. Press the retainer spring towards the cable to

release the lamp. Disconnect its wires from
the terminal piece.

4. Tum the spring out of the way, insert a new
lamp. Secure the lamp with the spring and
connect the wires.

5. Switch the PaperLab on, and let the lamp
warm up for at least 30 minutes before
continuing measurement.

6. Before measurements, tune the module: press
the button on the top side module for at least 1
second, so that the measuring head goes
down.

Fig. 8.7. Gloss module: replacing the lamp

.BRI.GHTN.ESS.:.Re placing the lajmp L2I2W oe2~0)-rp~ewe ees
1. Switch the PaperLab off by the main
switchl
2. Open the lamp housing (on the rear side
of the unit), by opening the four screws (1).

M 3. Remove bath halogen lamps.
I F 4. Do not touch the new lamps with bareK \hands! Use the plastic bags included in the

lamp package for protection, and install the
new lamps into the housing. Make sure the
new lamps are straight.
5. Close the lamp housing, and switch the
PaperLab on.
6. Let the lamps warm up for at least 30
minutes before any measurements.

Fig. 8.8. Brightness: replacing the lamp.
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8.B. Taking Modules Out of Operation

Testing modules can be temporarily taken out of service in the "Master On/Off" window
(Fig. 8.9).
NOTE that the module cables need NOT be disconnected when they are taken out
of operation in this wayl
If module slots in the module frame are left empty, they must be set ON (= 1)!

.T.ak..n .a..module .out.of..oeration:.

1. Click "Master On/Off' in the Main menu.
2. The window shown in Fig. 8.9 will appear. Locate the module you want to set off, and change the

On/Off setting:
- 1 = module on
- 0 = module off (out of operation)

3. Click "Save" to save the settings.
4. Only the modules that were set On/Off = 1 will now be operating.

Master On Off

F MoasterOnOff wiArer /Rowo.t

___r 1 wrtReel

3 rAvwcahboa~

cdF

6 7fiCD

Fig. 8.9. Master On/Off window.
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Appedi 2 - Firs SapeTs

- e.g. after vacuum-cleaning or Restart

* Select Measurement from the Main menu on the left (under "Operation").

* Click the Load button (in bottom left of the Measurement frame) and wait until the
other buttons are activated, too.

* Enter sample I D data in the fields:

- Cassette

- Machine

- Reel

* Click the EnqlD from Host button, and the PaperLab will enquire the sample ID from
the mill system.

* Make sure that the suggested sample ID is correct, and click button Accept. The
original Measurement frame will again appear on the screen. Sample date & time
appear in the fields, and the "Sample ID" field will show the complete ID.

* Click the Save button to save the data, and the sample ID data will be shown in the
bottom of the window.

* Click button Start Strip to start testing. The cassette number and sample ID text will
be shown black, and measurement begins.
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Appedi 3 - Prpsn h Nx apeI

* Enter the Cassette number using the mouse & keyboard.

* Click the Operation Modes button, and a list of available operation modes will
appear on the screen (4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, etc.)

• Select the correct operation mode for the current PM from the list by clicking the
corresponding text once:

- 4000 (PM4)

- 5000 (PM5)

- 6000 (PM6)

- 7000 (PM7)

* The measurement window will appear again, with the empty fields completed: they
now show the data read from the previous sample, with the reel number increased by
one.

" Check the data, and correct the reel number (with mouse & keyboard) if necessary.

" Enquire sample ID from the mill system, by clicking button EnqID From Host once.
Usually the enquiry takes a few seconds, and it is ready when the button Accept is
highlighted (= the button is activated).

" Check the sample ID data and click button Accept. The screen will again show the
Measurement window.

* Click button Save to save the sample ID data for measurement. The sample ID will
be shown in the bottom of the screen, where the cassette number and sample ID are
shown dimmed.

* If the button Start Strip is highlighted (= button active), click it once to start
measurement.

• If the button is dimmed, measurement will start automatically soon after the sample
has been inserted.
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1.A. General description

The measuring method is the X-ray fluorescence met-
hod. The paper sample is irradiated using radioactive
radiation. This causes the atoms of the sample to
energise and emit secondary radiation characteristic to
the material as the energy is released. The energy of an
X-ray quantum is a variable characteristic to the mate-
rial. The wavelength of the radiation resides in the X-
ray range. The secondary radiation is received to a
semiconducting probe (Si(Li)) where the received X-
ray quantum is transformed to electrical current. The
electrical signal gets amplified and transformed to
suitable format in the linear amplifier. After this, the
signal is taken to the multi-channel analyser (MCA).
The multi-channel analyser sorts the incoming signals
on the basis of voltages. After this, the radiation spect-
rum can be printed with the computer. The relative
concentrations of different elements can be determined
using the radiation spectrum. (Fig. 1.1).

B) Electron

I-V.

1.B. X-ray fluorescence method

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with the wave-
length range of 0.0lnm to 100nm. The wavelength in
X-rays and the energy content are linked to each other.
The equation below describes this correlation:

E= hf = hc/1 = 12.396/1 keV

where
E = energy
h = Planc's constant=6.63x10- Js
f = frequency
c = the speed of light (3x108 m/s)
I = wavelength

X-rays can be produced e.g. with an X-ray tube and
with radioactive radiation sources (isotope sources).

When the sample is exposed to primary X-rays (a)
from the radiation source, some electron on the inner
orbit of the atom may be cast off (b). The place of the
removed electron is immediately filled with an electron
on the outer orbit (c). An electron fills the empty place
left by this electron on some upper orbit. When an
electron moves from an upper orbit to a lower orbit, the
electron emits a photon the wavelength of which resides
within the X-ray range (fluorescent radiation)(d). (Fig.
1.1).

In addition to fluorescent radiation, scattered radia-
tion will be generated. In Rayleigh scattering, some of
the radiation bounces off from the sample. This causes
the energy and the wavelength off the bounced-off
radiation to be similar to original radiation.

In Compton scattering, some of the energy of the X-
ray quantum is transferred to an electron. The amount
of Compton scattering is the greatest with light ele-
ments.

The intensity (strength) of the fluorescent radiation
to be measured is directly proportional to the content of
the element to be measured in the sample.

I = N/t = k*I 0 * t * C/m

where
I = radiation intensity (pulses per second)
N = net amount of pulses (*)
t = measuring time
k = coefficient caused by measuring geometry
10 = source intensity (activity) (photons per second)
t = activation effect area for the element in question

(cm2 /g)
m = the absorption coefficient of the matrix (cm2 /g)
C = the concentration of the element to be measured in

the sample

C) Electron returns to
a lower orbitD) Fluorescent radiation

(measured)

Fig. 1. 1. Radiation path.
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The formula shows that great radiation source inten-
sity, long measuring time and good sensor geometry
increase the signal (number of pulses) of radiation
being measured.

The activity of the radiation source decreases with
time. When using an Fe-55 source, the half-life is 2.7
years. This means that the number of pulses generated
decreases by 50% in 2.7 years compared to original
values. The effect of this has been eliminated at software
level.

The activation intensity depends on the energies of
the element to be measured and the radiation source.
The closer these two energies are each other, the greater
the activation intensity is. In practise, it is better to
measure calcium (3.691keV) using an Fe-55 source
(5.898keV) than using a Cd-109 cadmium source
(22. IkeV).

The absorption factor of the matrix depends on the
relative concentrations of elements other than the ele-
ment to be measured in the sample. If the concentration
of the element to be measured does not change but the
concentration of some other element changes, m chan-
ges too which changes the intensity of the radiation to
be measured. This effect is decreased e.g. by always
using client-supplied paper.

1.C. Equipment structure and function
The equipment contains the following units:
" measuring module
* power supply
" lower module
" measuring computer

The top module incorporates a sensor, a sealing
mechanism that prevents radiation from escaping and a
mechanism needed for moving the sensor. The lower
module contains no components. In addition to the
power supplies, the power supply module contains an
amplifier, too.

The relevant components for the functioning of the
device (Fig. 1.2) are:
1. Radiation source (55Fe ring source)
2. Sensor
3. Radiation protection
4. Amplifier unit
5. MCA board in PC (Multi-channel Analyser)
6. Maestro software
7. Calibration software
8. Measuring software

A) Primary radiation from the radiation source.
B) Fluorescent radiation (secondary radiation) from the sample.

Fig. 1.2. Device description.
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1.C.1. Radiation source
The ring shaped radiation source (Fe-55 isotope) loca-
ted in the sensor sends radiation to the paper sample
below. The activity level of the radiation source is 20-
25 mCi, and energy is 5.898keV.

The radiation source is attached to its chamber with
a screw fixed fixation ring. Only authorised personnel
may install and remove the radiation source.

1.C.2. Sensor
The sensor contains an indicator and a preamplifier. An
Si(Li) detector is used as an indicator. The received X-
ray quantum is transformed into an electrical pulse in
the indicator. This pulse is then amplified in the preamp-
lifier. The pulse is then relayed to the computer via a
modifying amplifier.

1.0.3. Radiation protection
The position of the shutter is indicated mechanically.
When the shutter is open, the red indicator plate is in the
OPEN position. When the shutter is closed, the plate is
in the CLOSED position.

The radiation protection is mechanically locked with
a screw during transportation. The module cannot be
installed to PaperLab before the fixation screw have
been removed. The shutter cannot be locked to OPEN
position.

When the device is not being used for measuring, the
steel radiation protector in the sensor automatically
shuts the measuring opening. This prevents radiation
from escaping. The shutter mechanism is closed with
strings. There are 2 strings.

During measuring, the radiation protector automati-
cally moves to side thus allowing radiation to enter the
sample.

Radiation cannot escape during measuring because
radiation is almost completely absorbed to the aluminium
lower module which functions as the measuring counter-
block.

1.C.4. Amplifier unit
The amplified, pulse-like voltage signal is relayed to
the amplifier via the sensor. In the amplifier, the signal
is transformed to a format compatible with the MCA
board. Also, the voltage level is adjusted to be suitable
in the amplifier.

1.C.5. MCA board
The board has been installed in the measuring computer.
The board includes an amplifier and a multi-channel
analyser.

The purpose of the MCA board is to translate the
analogue signals to digital format and sort the signals by
voltage to the correct channels. The board has 2 048
channels, and its voltage range is 0 to 10 volts. The A/
D converter is a Wilkinson type converter.

See the user's instructions for mACE amplifier and
the MCA board.

1.C.6. Maestro software
The programme is delivered with the MCA board.
Maestro for Windows software is used in the system for
forming the actual X-ray spectrum and for conducting
the analysis. The end-user has to use Maestro during
calibration and formaking certain settings. See Maestro
user instructions.

1.C.7. Calibration software
The calibration software is used for forming a calibra-
tion equation with the help of the sample standards.
This equation is then used for actual measuring. See
description for the calibration software.

1.C.8. Measuring software
The measuring software carries out the actual spectrum
analysis and element concentration calculation during
calibration and measuring. See description for the
measuring software.

1.C.9. Control software
Control software is responsible for communication
between PaperLab and the measuring PC, for control-
ling manual measuring from PaperLab and for relaying
the results to PaperLab. The control software is instal-
led on the measuring PC.

1.0.10. Measuring PC
The equipment requires a separate measuring PC. Use
the measuring PC for calibrating the device and for
carrying out verification calculations for calibration.
During normal measuring, PaperLab PC controls the
measuring PC where the actual measuring software and
the necessary databases are.

1.C.11. Digital I/O board
The 1/0 board is used for running the sensor up and
down. During measuring, the sensor is down and other-
wise up. The 1/0 board is installed in the measuring PC.
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1.D. Warning signs

Signs warning about radioactive radiation:
° A steel warning sign with appropriate markings is

installed in the body section of the measuring module
(the rear part of the module).

* A warning sticker warning about radioactive radiati-
on is installed in the measuring module and in the
hood section of PaperLab's body.

1.E. Technical data

Source (Fe55) ........................... 20 mCi
U se ............................................ N ew sprint carton
Unit size ............................... 2
Weight: upper module ....... 4.2 kg

lower module ....... 1.5 kg
Measuring range ....................... TiO 2 1-50%

CaCO3 1-100%
Repeatability ............................. < 0.35%
Profile resolution ...................... 10 mm
Testing time .......................... 20 s
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2. Intalaio

2.A. Introduction

This document describes the filler and measuring mo-
dule configuration of PaperLab. The instructions also
cover installing software. Other related documents:
" Software description S4851307.
" Installing EDX software and installing the driver of

the digital 1/0 board.
* Users' instructions for the uACE amplifier and the

MCA board.
" Wiring and connection instructions A4851566 V 1.0

and E3851305 V2.0. (Appendix 2.A).

2.B. System connection and configuration

2.B.1. Installing and wiring the modules
The location of the power supply/amplifier unit (AMP-
TEK PX2CR) depends on the model of PaperLab. The
installation is carried out according to separate instruc-
tions. Connect 115/230 VAC for the module from the
wall outlet of PaperLab.

Place the measuring module at the beginning of
PaperLab's moduleframe in such a location that the
paper used in measuring remains intact.

The cables connecting the PC, the measuring module
and the power supply/amplifier modules are connected
as outlined in the instructions E3851305 V2.0. (Appen-
dix 2.A).

2.B.2. Connecting to the computer of PaperLab

NOTE! See appendix 2.A.

Connect a zero modem cable from PC COM 1 port of
EDX to the V24/RS-232-C connector of Westercom.

Connect an optic bus cable to the line connection of
Westercom (L3850793) as follows:

Line connection Opto (L3850793)
1 ................................. green
2 ................................. yellow
3 ................................. brow n
4 ................................. w hite
5 ................................. grey (sleeve)

The optic bus cable (L3850793) is connected to the
optic bus cable (L4850889) which in turn is connected
to the optic bus cable (L3850793). The free wires of this
cable are connected to the B8 board of PaperLab as
follows:

OPT022 board (B8) Opto (L3850793)
-TO ............................ green
+TO ........................... yellow
-FO ............................ brow n
+FO ........................... w hite
COM ......................... grey (sleeve)

2.B.3. Westermo settings (MA-42 AC)
The settings of the Westermo dip switches S 1,S2, and
S3 have been described in fig. 2.1. S$ are used for
selecting the operating voltage; either 115V or 230V
AC.

S1 S2 S3

ON O
123456 OF 123456OFF

Fig. 2. 1. Westermo dip switches.

Dip switch settings:
S1 S2 S3

................... I ON ........... I ON

................... 2 O FF .............. 2 O FF

................... 3 O FF .............. 3 O FF
-. .................. 4 O N ............... 4 0FF

................... 5 OFF .......... 5 OFF

................... 6 0 FF ............. 6 O FF
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2.B.4. Module configuring
The module is configured according to the following
tables. (Tables 2.1-2.3).

Table 2.1. Module types. N=module number.

Module type Number of values (calibration) Number of values (measuring) Measuring type

2

N EDX 0 1 0

Table 2.1. A level factors. Module: 11 EDX, Log, roll report.

Quality Unit Decimals Quality AD Al A2 Type
1 EDX1 0 0 0 1 0 1
2 CaCO3 % 1 0 0 1 0 0

Table 2.3. Modules.

Module Module type Cable Slot Length Opto Can Serial No.

11 EDX EDX 25 2 1 OptoRS xxxxx

2.B.5. Run mode definition
For each run mode, the default setting is the ID of the
calibration model that you want to use in the run. If you
use a calibration model with ID 1, the default value
entered shall be 0.001. If the ID of the calibration model
is 10, the setting is 0.010 (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4. Run mode definition.
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2.C. Installing software and boards

NOTE! Allthesoftware and boardshave been preinstalled
at the factory. The following Instructions are only needed
during service and maintenance.

The service can be removed by repeating the above
procedure but using the command "Remove" instead.
After installation, you can start the service by opening
the "Services" applet in Control Panel. Choose the line
"Paper Lab Edx Analyzer" in the opening dialog. Start
the service by pressing "Start" button, see fig. 2.3.

You can stop the service by repeating the above
procedure but by pressing the "Stop" button instead

2.D. Installing, removing, starting and stop-
ping EDXII service

Install the service in Win NT 4.0 operating system as
follows: In the "Start" menu, choose "Run". A dialog
opens which enables you to search in the directory tree:
"EdxSrv.exe". Run this by typing "Install" on the
command prompt. See fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.3. Starting EDXII service.

Fig. 2.2. Installing EDXII service.
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2.E. Configuring the EDXII service

The configuration of the EDXII service is defined by
editing Windows NT registry. You can define the paths
for the service, the relaying modules and the database as
well as the communication parameters.

2.E.1. Installing registry parameters
If the PC has a Windows NT FI, install EDX-SET-
TINGS-suomi.reg. If there is Windows NT EN, install
EDX-SETTINGS-english.reg.

NOTE! Both of them are located in the directory:
"C:%Programfiles.EDXV' or detached installation disk.

EdxStatus.exe and SvcToDU.exe files of the relaying
modules.

Also, the serial communication parameters and the
address of Edx software in PaperLab system bus must
be set correctly. The following is a list of registry
parameters and their meanings:
• BaudRate: Communications speed used during serial

communication.
• DataBit: The number of data bits used during serial

communication.
• DSN: The path and name for the database of EDX

software.
• EdxAddress: The address of the EDX module in the

PaperLab system bus.
• EdxStatusPath: The path and name for EdxStatus.exe.
• ParityBit: The number of parity bits used during

serial communication.
• SerialPortName: The name of the serial port (usually

either COM1 or COM2).
• StopBit: The number of stop bits used during

serial communication.
• SvcToDllPath: The path and name of SvcToDll.exe.
The value of a registry parameter can be changed by
right-clicking on the desired parameter name in the
registry editor. This opens the dialog shown in fig. 2.5.

For Windows NT FI
Double-click EDX-SETTINGS-suomi.reg icon.
For Windows NT EN
Double-click EDX-SETTINGS-english.reg icon.

In the "Start" menu choose "Run". Type "Regedit"
in the opening dialog so that you can check the registry
values shown in the fig. 2.4.

When the service is started for the first time, the
service creates the necessary registry parameters to the
directory path. The parameters receive default values.

It is very important to set the parameters DSN,
EdxStatusPath, and SvcToDllPath so that the service
can locate the database (which must be in the same
directory with EdxSrv.exe and EDXmlProject.dll) and

*B U HKEY-CLAS5E5_Rc3OT
SHKEY..CURRENTJSER

$.C HKEY-.OCAL-IACHINE
IC j HARDWARE

B ~SAM
c~SECURITY

9-Cl SOFTWARE
8k L Gustes

LB (: Description
_j EG&G IJRTEC

-1McAfee
("A~ Miclosoft
Ljf National Insbuments
LiG ODBC

Bl a Vaknet
E1EDX

Wini,(dows 3.1 Migation Status

)0ePAtI
audRate
#ta.it
,SN

(Y~AW not seo)
,,9ýIr
19.,
"CzAPwoam Fils\EchAEDXmdb"
"rnP

EdxSt~wsPath
Paritylit
SerialPost~ame
stop9*
SveToDl~ath

"C-\Acgram Fis,\Edx\EdxSt*Aus~gxs
AIr.

"C:APtgam Fies\Edx\SvcToDILexe

Fig. 2.4. The locations of registry parameters in the registry.
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You can now type the new parameter value in the
"Value data" field. Accept the change by clicking OK.
You can reject the change by clicking Cancel. Use the
same method to set correct values for all the other
registry parameters. When the service is started next
time, the new values are fetched from the registry and
the service is ready for operation.

2.G. Installing Maestro

Place "Disk 1 of 2" in the disk drive and open (Start =>
Run .... ) A: disk drive with the mouse. Start the setup
programme by typing in the window a: and by then
clicking OK (Fig. 2.7). Click "setup" in the window of
fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.5. Changing the registry parameter values. Fig. 2.7. Selecting the disk drive.
2.F. MCA board settings

NOTE! Referto users' instructions for uACE amplifier and
MCA board, pages 3-4 and fig. 3.1 on page 4.

The number of board channels is set as follows. Take
2048 channels into use by setting the jumpers
Wl,W2,W3 to position 2048.
1. Board address
* SetjumperW4 to up position (away W5), the address

now is 1.
3. Choosing ADC input
" Set W5 to down position.
* Place the MCA board into an ISA bus board slot in

the computer. Also remember to install the digital
I/O board in an ISA bus board slot.

2.F.1. Configuring the MCA board

3½/-levyke (A:)

ftoSolup Solup

I
Fig. 2.8. Starting the setup programme.

When the window in fig. 2.9 appears, follow the
instructions.NOTE! The Maestro software must be installed.

Start Maestro software and config. the board by selec-
ting:
" "Services" -> "Edit Detector List". The display in

fig. 2.6 opens.
• Select "All".
• Next, select "Display"-> "Preferences"-> "Fill All".

Fig. 2.9. Installing Maestro for Windows programme.

Fig. 2.6. Configuring the MCA board.
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Fig. 2. 10. Corporate information. Fig. 2.13. Selecting the equipment to be installed.

Fig. 2.11. Directory path. Fig. 2.14. Adding to start menu.

Fig. 2.12. Scope of the installation. Fig. 2.15. Checking the settings and starting installation.
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2.H. Installing the calibration software 2.1. Installing digital VO board software

Start the installation process by running "Setup" on the
installation disk (EDX-CD). A window in fig. 2.16
opens.

The digital I/O board is used for driving the measuring
head (sensor) up and down. The I/O board software is
installed as follows:
" Log in as "Administrator".
" Place Windows NT 4.0 CD-ROM in the CD-ROM

drive. Enter the "Drvlib\Pnpisa\X86" directory.
(Browse this CD).

" Use right mouse button to choose "Pnpisa.inf',
choose "Install" and follow the instructions.

* Place the "NI-DAQ" CD-ROM delivered with the
digital 1/0 board to CD-ROM drive -> "Setup". The
window in fig. 2.19 opens.

Fig. 2.16. Installation instructions.

Click OK. The window in fig. 2.17 opens.
NI-DA

Fig. 2.19. Starting window for the setup programme.

Choose "Install NI-DAQ". The window in fig. 2.20
opens.

Fig. 2.17. Starting installation.

Start installation. When the installation is ready, the
window in fig. 2.18 opens.

I I1

Fig. 2.18. Notification of successful installation.

Accept installation by clicking OK. Installation is now
ready.

I IJ

Fig. 2.20. Choosing the installation language.

Choose your language and click OK. The window in
fig. 2.21 opens.
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Choose the group where you want to add the NI-DAQ
icon and click "Next". The window in fig. 2.24 opens.

I

Fig. 2.21. Selecting the components to be installed.

Choose the components and click "Next". (In this case,
you only need to choose "NI-DAQ Driver Files (Mini-
mal Install) 13140k"). The window in fig. 2.22 opens. Fig. 2.24. System is ready to install.

You are now ready to install the software, Click "Next".
When the installation is complete, the window in fig.
2.25 opens.

I

Fig. 2.22. Selecting the target directory.

Choose the target directory and click "Next". The
window in fig. 2.23 opens.

Fig. 2.25. Restarting.

" The programme asks you to reboot the computer.
Choose "Cancel" at this point.

" Quit Windows NT 4.0 and shut down the computer.
Install the 1/0 board in the computer if not already
installed.

" Start the computer. Log in as "Administrator". Choose
"Start"-> "Programs"-> "NI-DAQ for Windows" ->
"NI-DAQ Configuration Utility". The window in
fig. 2.26 opens.

Fig. 2.23. Adding to start menu.
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I.

Fig. 2.28. Setting the Input/Output range.

Choose the Input/Output range by scrolling the arrow
on the right-hand side of the text field. Click OK. At the
end all windows must be closed. Changes are accepted
by choosing "Yes" for the question in the next window
("Save changes to Niconfig?").

NOTE! For using the card, you must restart the computer.

Fig. 2.26. Configuring the board.

NI-DAQ Devices window lists the type and number of
the installed board. Choose the desired board with left
mouse button and click "Config.". The window in fig.
2.27 opens.

Fig. 2.27. Configuring the board; input/output range.

Choose "Input/Output Range" with the left mouse
button and click "Modify". The window in fig. 2.28
opens.
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1~ 
1. Cairto

3.A. General

These instructions describe how to calibrate the filler-
measuring module and how to carry out the verification
calculation.

3.B. Energy calibration the MCA board

First, the MCA board is energy calibrated. Calibration
in it has no effect on measuring but calibration makes
"Setting" easier.

Measure the sample containing carbonate (or titanium)
using the "Test calibration model":
° Start Maestro for Windows programme.
• Place the pair sample on the counter block.
• Initiate filler measurement from the main window by

clicking the "Analyzing" button. Choose "Test ca-
libration model" as the calibration model to be used.

After measuring, a spectrum diagram appears in
Maestro window (Fig. 3.1). Calibration is carried out as
follows:
• Place the cursor on the pulse of the material to be

measured (the left-hand side pulse).
" In the menu, select "Calculate => "Calibration" and

then choose "Destroy Calibration" in the window
that appears.

• Choose "Calculate => Calibration" again and type
3.691 in "Calibration (Energy)" (if the material to be
measured is calcium carbonate). Accept calibration
by clicking OK.

• Set the cursor on the manganese pulse.
• Choose"Calibration" and type the manganese energy.

5.898 in "Calibration (Energy)". Accept by clicking
OK. After this, the programme asks for the unit for
calibration energy (keV). Answer OK. The MCA
board has now been calibrated.

NOTE! Remember to use decimal points.

Fig. 3.1. Spectrum diagram in Maestro programme.
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3.C. The main display of filler measuring
module

3.D. Settings

The settings must be made whenever a new measuring
module is taken into use or the radiation source is
replaced. These settings should be checked every I to 2
month. If the channel positions deviate with more than
5 channels, new settings should be made.

When making settings, you first have to measure the
sample containing carbonate (or titanium) using the
"Test calibration model":
• Start Maestro for Windows programme.
* Place the paper sample on the counter block.
° Start filler medium measuring from the main window

by clicking the "Analyzing" button. Choose "Test
calibration model" as the calibration model to be
used.

3.D.1. Studying the spectrum
As a result of measuring, a spectrum like the one shown
in fig. 3.3 appears in Maestro window. The left-hand
side pulse is caused by calcium and the right-hand side
pulse by the manganese in the radiation source. Move
the cursor onto the pulse to be studied and then select
"ROI => Mark Peak Insert". The pulse is now coloured
red. If the pulse is not coloured red in its entirety, choose
"ROI=> Mark Peak" and then colour the pulse manually
with the arrow keys (<- ->). When you double-click on
the red area, the pulse data is shown in the Maestro
window.

Fig. 3.2. The main display of the module.

• Analyzing, analysing an unknown sample.
• Filler Calibration, calibrating the filler medium.
• Settings, channel and energy settings in the beginning

of filler calibration.
" Exit, quitting the programme.

Fig. 3.3. Studying the spectrum in Maestro software.
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Peak: 535,29 = 3,69keV
* The peak value of the pulse is on channel 535 and it

represents the energy of 369keV.
FWHM: 0.28
- Resolution is 0.28keV.
FWH½/M: 0.28
• The pulse resolution (pulse width in keV) when

measured from half way of pulse height.
" This value is used for determining the resolution of

filler measuring.
Gross Area: 19639
- Indicates the number of pulses on the red area.
Net Area: 18455± 215
* Total number of pulses - number of pulses in ground

noise.

3.D.2. Making the general settings
Choose "Settings" in the main display. The window in
fig. 3.4 opens.

Type the channel of pulse peak of the material to be
studied in "Channel 1" (in the example 535). Next, type
the channel of manganese peak value in "Channel 2".
Remember to use commas.

Selections and settings available in the display:
° OK to accept.
" Cancel to return to the main display without saving.

3.E. Filler calibration

Calibration is always initially made using a reference
(master) calibration series. This is to make sure that the
modules are similar. After this, calibrate using the
samples sent by the client.
Buttons:
" "New" for creating a new filler calibration event.
" "Help" for displaying online help (not available).
" "Percentage ofContaining" foropening anew display

for setting sample names and element concentrations
as well as the number of repeated analyses the
samples are subjected to.

" "Save" to save the set/changed values.
" "Start" to start the filler calibration process.
" "Calculation Models" opens a new display showing

the calculation models made for calibration. You can
view the calculation model by choosing the calibration
process name (e.g. Repeat 1) in the "Identification"

section. This activates the "Calculation Models" button
and you can view the accepted calculation model.

• "Cancel" to return to the main display.

Text fields:
• "PL-id", an id for PaperLab serial communication
• "Calibration", the name of the calibration event
• "Comment"
" "Original elements", a list of elements
" "Analysis time", time for analysis
° "Number of samples"

Fig. 3.4. Channel energies.

Fig. 3.5. Selections and settings available in EDX Filler
calibration display.
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3.E.1. New calibration
Name a new calibration event using the "New" form.
The form is shown in fig. 3.6.

3.E.4. Percentages
Open a new display from EDX Filler form by clicking
"Percentage of Containing". Use the opening display
for setting sample names and element concentrations
and the number of repeated analyses the samples will be
subjected to. The opening display is shown in fig. 3.7.

NOTEI "Number of Samples" determined by the user on
the EDX Filler form must match "SampleNo" of Filler
Containing form.

Fig. 3.6. Naming a new calibration event.

Selections and settings available in the display:
" Save, to save the name.
" Help, to display the help screen.
* Cancel, to exit to EDX Filler form without saving.
Type the name for the calibration event in "Calibration
Name".

3.E.2. Elements
Choose the elements to be calibrated in the "Original
elements" list in EDX Filler form (fig. 3.5). Press the
left mouse button on the element abbreviation.

3.E.3. Analysis time and the number of calibration
samples
Use the EDX Filler form to set "Analysis time (1-300
sec.)" and "Number of Samples (3-20)".
The default values are: Analysis time: 100, and Number
of Samples:3.

When measuring calcium carbonate, a typical mea-
suring time is 20 to 30 sec. You can also use a shorter
time (minimum 10 sec.) but this can cause greater
variation in the measuring results.

Use as many filler samples as possible (5 to 10
samples).

Fig. 3.7. Naming the samples and setting element
concentrations.

Selections available in the display:
* Help, viewing the help screen.
" Delete, deleting the table.
• Save, saving the table.
" Close, exiting to EDX-Filler form without saving.
The recommended number of repetitions is three mea-
suring operations when calibrating. Measure at different
spots of the sample.

3.E.5. Executing filler calibration
Start calibration by pressing the "Start" button in EDX
Filler form. This opens the display in fig. 3.8.

Follow calibration progressing in display via the
"Live Time" field which shows the time from the
beginning of analysis. The "Dead Time" field shows
the dead time of analysis (pulses are not counted) as a
percentage. "Analysis time" is the time for analysis
given by the user.
Selections available in the display:
" Help, viewing the help screen.
" Start, starting filler calibration.
• Close, stopping filler calibration, exits to EDX Filler

form.

Fig. 3.8. Execution.
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3.E.6. Filler calibration results
The number and name of the calibration sample together
with the number of repetitions are shown on display.
The list shows the pulses counted during calibration by
element.
Selections and settings available in the display:
" Help, view the help screen.
• Continue, calibration is continued and the software

asks you to place the next sample.
• Cancel, stopping filler calibration, exits to EDX

Filler form.

3.E.8. Calculation models for filler calibration
Selections and settings available in the display (Fig.
3.11):
" Calculation Models, selecting the calculation model.
* Save, ending and saving the calibration.
" Calculate, shows the results of the selected calcula-

tion model.
* Accepted, activates the calculation model, Save is

activated.
* Pulses, returns to the previous display.
• Print, prints the calibration results as shown in fig.

3.12.
" Close, exits to EDX Filler form.

Fig. 3.9. Results.

3.E.7. Pulse numbers of filler calibration
The list shows the pulse numbers of all the calibration
samples and their repetitive measurements by element.
Selections available in the display:
" Cancel, cancelling filler calibration, exits to EDX

Filler form.
• Calculate, calculation using the selected calculation

model.
" Calculation Model, choosing the calculation mode.

Fig. 3.11. Calculation models.

F
3.E.9. Choosing the best calculation model
The results are calculated with each calibration model.
The best calibration model is chosen on the basis of
comparing the LsqFit and Sigma values. The main
principle is to choose the model with the smallest
Sigma value and greatest LsqFit value (correlation).
Calibration can be accepted when:
" Sigma < 0.4
" LsqFit > 0.9999

EDX Filler Calibration Result 9.6,199810.55

Calibration: Name
Comment: Comment
Calibration Date: 1.1.1998
Calculation Model: No Corrections
Analysistime: 30
Sigma: 0.383768
Lsq Fit: 0,999988

Smp. Org Cons. Calc.Co Diff. Pul Av.
1 Ca 1,67 -1,41E+00 3,08E+00 0
2 Ca 1,6 9,41E+00 -3,75E+00 0
3 Ca 26,1 2,54E+00 6,65E+00 0
4 Ca 0 9,41E+00 -2,54E+00 0

Fig. 3.12. Selecting the best calculation model.

Fig. 3.10. Pulse numbers.
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3.F. Checking calibration/measuring an
unknown sample

3.F.1. Results of analysis
The results screen of analysis is shown in fig. 3.15.

Measuring the calibration samples checks calibration
using the model generated by calibration. Choose
Analyzing in the main display to open the display
shown in fig. 3.13.[N
Fig. 3.13. Selecting calibration.

Choose the calibration model to be used during analysis
in the "Calibration" list. Selections and settings available
in the display:
" Help, to view the help screen.
* Cancel, to return to the main display.
• Start, to start analysing an unknown sample. The

lower section of the display will be like in fig. 3.14.

Fig. 3.15. Results screen for calibration.

Selections and settings in the display:
" Help, to view the help screen.
• Close, to return to the beginning of analysis.
• Print, to print the analysis results as shown in fig.

3.16.

EDX Analyzed Result 9.6.199810.55

Calibration: 22

Comment:

OrgElement Value

Ca 0

Fig. 3.16. Results.Fig. 3.14. Progress of analysis.

The progress of analysis can be viewed via the "Live
Time" field (elapsed time of analysis) and the "Dead
Time" field (percentage of total time during which the
incoming pulses are ignored).
Selections and settings available in the display:
• Help, to view the help screen.
• Cancel, to return to the beginning of the analysis.
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4 . M a n e a c

4. A. Cleaning

The lower module is normally cleaned using a lint-free
cloth. You can also carefully use compressed air for
cleaning.

NOTE! Never direct compressed air to the measuring
opening in the upper module.

4.B. Stabilisation

Allow the module to warm up for at least 5 minutes
before measuring.
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5. Sevc

5. A. Introduction

Virtually all the units relevant to function are complete,
commercial products:
* Detector (AMPTEK)
• Power supply and amplifier (AMPTEK)
• Multi-channel analyser board (uACE manufactured

by ORTEG)
• Digital I/O boards (National Instruments)

Therefore, troubleshooting mainly consists of loca-
ting the faulty unit and replacing it. Complete, commer-
cial units cannot be repaired.

5.B. Troubleshooting in different fault situa-
tions

Fig. 5.2. Starting the test panel.

Choose "Run Test Panels", and the window in fig. 5.3
opens.5.B.1. The measuring head stays down

During device installation and when restarting the
computer, the measuring head may remain in measuring
position (measuring head down). In this case the digital
I/O board must be re-calibrated. This is done as follows:

Choose "Start" -> "Programs" -> "NI-DAQ for
Windows" -> "NI-DAQ Configuration Utility". The
window shown in fig. 5.1 opens.

Figure 5.3. Controlling the measuring head (1).

Choose "Write Output" to lift the measuring head up.
The down/up movement of the measuring head is
controlled with line 7. The measuring head can be
lowered again by pressing the white selection area
above line 7 and by then choosing "Write Output" (Fig.
5.4). Finally, exit the programme.

Fig. 5.1. The main display of the configuration programme
for the digital I/0 board.

Choose "Config." and the window in fig. 5.2 opens.

Fig. 5.4. Controlling the measuring head (2).
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5.B.2. The device does not measure at all
PaperLab does not give any results or gives a so-called
"Time-out" or "Cable fault"error messages. This means
that communication between PaperLab and filler me-
asuring PC does not work.
" Check that the service enabling controlling measuring

with PaperLab is on (see section 2.D. Installing,
removing, starting and stopping EDXII service). If
necessary, start the service. If measuring still does
not work, continue troubleshooting.

* Disable the service and manually measure some
known sample. If measuring works normally, check:

* Parameters of PaperLab.
" Cabling connecting PaperLab - Westermo - filler and

measuring PC.
* Make sure Westermo functions correctly.

PaperLab always gives a wrong measuring result.
* Make sure PaperLab uses the right calibration model.

Continue troubleshooting, if the calibration model is
correct.

* Check that the measuring head lowers. If it does not
lower, execute the operations in section 5.B.1 If the
measuring head still fails to lower or raise, check:

* 24 VDC external voltage.
* 24 VDC supply cable.
* Branching cable.
• Check compressed air supply.
* Replace the digital I/O board.

If the measuring head works, but the measuring result
is wrong, disable the service and measure some known
sample manually. Do this:
• Start Maestro software and make sure a spectrum

shown in fig. 3.3 appears.
• If no spectrum appears, make sure the Amptek power

supply/amplifier unit receives operation voltage and
that the Amptek unit is on. Make sure all the signal
cables are intact. (Signal cable 2).

• Replace the multi-channel board (MCA board).

NOTE! If manual measuring still fails, contact factory
service.

NOTE! If the measuring head fails to lower/raise, contact
factory service.
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Appendix 1; Spare parts.ii
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automation

Order Code Item
700-100001 ........................................... Power supply & amplifier unit
A4851567 V1.0 ..................................... Branch cable
A4851571 V1.0 ..................................... Digital I/O cable 1
A4851572 V1.0 ..................................... Digital I/O cable 2
A4851568 V1.0 ..................................... Detector power cable 2
A4851573 V1.0 ..................................... Signal cable 2
251801 .................................................. Null m odem cable
251723 .................................................. Westercom V24/RS-232-C MA42
L3850793 V1.0 ...................................... Opto22 module optobus cable
L4850889 VI.0 ...................................... Module optobus-AC422 cable
258384 .................................................. Digital I/O board (incl. software)
258392 .................................................. MCA board (incl. software)
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Appedi 2; Intllto figurs

* E3851305 V2.0
" E3851305 V2.0

(Appendix 2.A.1.)
(Appendix 2.A.2.)
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E3851305 V2.0 (Appendix 2.A.1.)

No. Item Code Oty.
1 PC 266MHz, NT4.0 (SP3) 1
2 Digital I/O-board (incl. software) 258384 1
3 MCA-board (incl. software) 258392 1
4 Signalcable2 A4851573 V1.0 1
5 Branchcable A4851567V1.0 1
6 Digital I/O-cable 1 A4851571 V1.0 1
8 Detectorpowercable2 A4851568 Vl.0 1
9 Uppermodule A4851055V1.0 1
10 Lowermodule 217547 1
11 Nullmodemcable 251801 1
12 Westercom V24/RS-232-C MA42 connector 251723 1
13 Opto bus cable Opto22 L3850793 V1.0 1
14 Opto bus cable AC422 L4850889 V1 .0 1
16 Power supply and amplifier unit (Amptek PX2CR) 700100001 1
17 Digital /O--cable 2 A4851572V1.0 1
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